: A view of our Mars Rover test scene with materials and shadows. The rendering of the scene is accelerated via BSP trees restricted by the standard seven k-DOP directions.
Introduction
Ray casting algorithms are a class of visibility algorithms, many of which are commonly used for creating synthetic images. In these algorithms, the basic visibility operation is performed via a rayscene intersection test, whereby a ray is intersected with all potential objects in the scene, and intersection with the shortest distance from the ray origin is retained. One of the primary optimizations for speeding up this test is to create a culling data structure in order that the ray not be tested against some (or all) of the geometry in the scene.
A myriad of ray acceleration culling structures have been proposed, from uniform grids to bounding volume hierarchies. Havran gives an overview and comparison between many of these structures in his thesis [3] . The k-dimensional tree, or kd-tree, is a tree which contains an axis and a distance along that axis at each node. In this paper, we discuss the kd-tree as used for tracing rays, where it is a 3-D axis-aligned binary separation plane tree (BSP tree) which has a particularly simple and lean traversal algorithm, as well as good culling properties. In recent years kd-trees have generally been regarded as the fastest ray-scene acceleration structure for static scenes [11] .
Recently, work by Kammaje and Mora introduced a ray acceleration structure which bridges the gap between a general BSP tree, where each tree node contains an arbitrary plane in R 3 , and a kdtree, which is constrained to one of the three coordinate axes [4] . This structure is called the restricted binary separation plane tree, or RBSP. The RBSP is a BSP tree, but there are a fixed number of restricted plane normals which can be chosen to split between an RBSP node's children. Note that a kd-tree is an RBSP with three plane normals set to be the coordinate axes.
While new and innovative, the RBSP as presented by Kammaje and Mora has very slow build times for large number of directions M and large geometry N. They report an empirical construction complexity of O(M 1.6 N log 2 (N)), leading to build times in excess of 16 hours for 24 plane normals and one million triangles (the build time for the three normal case is orders of magnitude faster). Additionally, the presented traversal algorithm is a good initial step, but is long and expensive when compared to kd-tree traversal, resulting in relatively slow render times.
In this paper, we show how the construction of the RBSP can be reduced to O(M 3 + (MN log N), allowing builds in minutes instead of hours. Our technique uses a simple representation of explicit kDOPs along with a dynamic programming/preprocessing approach to reduce the cost of surface area calculation when applying the surface area heuristic (SAH). We also show how an RBSP can be traversed using a state-of-the-art kd-tree traversal algorithm by introducing a short preprocessing step. The changes are small, and the additional cost is also small for non-trivial scenes.
Background: k-DOPs
A k-DOP is a convex bounding volume which can be represented implicitly by k = 2M half-spaces [6] . Each half-space is represented implicitly as the space above a plane with a given normal and offset. The normal of this plane typically comes from a common set of directions. Therefore, one can save much work by precomputing dot products of vertices, ray directions, or normals against these common directions. Alternatively, a k-DOP can be represented explicitly by its surface, a polygonal mesh whose faces coincide with the planes of its implicit representation. Klosowski et al. [6] used kDOPs for varying k up to 26 using directions with coordinates from 0, + − 1 and suggested the potential for more directions to come from 0,
We tested these directions up to k = 98 (M = 49), and refer to these as the standard directions. Coming and Staadt [2] extended the set of k-DOP directions with spherical coverings, up to a IEEE/EG Symposium on Interactive Ray Tracing 2008 9 -10 August, Los Angeles, California, USA U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright practical limit of k = 78000 for collision detection. Both Klosowski et al. [6] and Zachmann [12] used hierarchies of k-DOPs for collision detection, and Kay and Kajiya [5] described similar slab-based bounding volumes and hierarchies for ray tracing.
Many other methods exist to create k-DOP direction sets. Literally any set of at least three non-parallel directions will work, however, when making direction sets, it seems desirable to use directions which provide a good covering of the sphere. In addition to the standard sets alluded to by Klosowski et al. [6] , other typical methods include placing points on a unit sphere and spacing them by constrained electrostatic repulsion simulations, by subdivision of regular convex polyhedra, or by one of several spiral algorithms (for example the algorithm by Saff and Kuijlaars [8] ). Besides the standard sets, we implemented a method which generates points along a spiral at equally spaced latitudes according to the golden ratio [1] in order to use the same method as Kammaje and Mora [4] .
Building an RBSP
Building an RBSP tree is very similar to building a kd-tree. A recursive splitting process is performed where split planes are chosen for each of the internal nodes of the tree. When choosing a splitting plane, the axes are constrained to the normal directions of the representative k-DOP for the tree, however, there are infinitely many locations along each direction where split points could occur. Several likely candidate algorithms exist, but most have been abandoned for the surface area heuristic (SAH) [7] .
The SAH attempts to estimate the cost of a split according to the probability of intersection and the number of intersectable objects to each side of the split. The probability follows the surface area of the two split k-DOPs , so the cost of a split is:
(1) Typically for a full-quality tree build, the object intervals are sorted along each axis, and the split candidates are the ends of each object's interval, allowing for efficient calculation of the number of triangles T l below and T r above the split candidate. Then the areas of the new left and right candidate k-DOPs are calculated, and the cost is computed. It is possible to naively compute the area of candidate k-DOPs by explicitly splitting the node's k-DOP with the candidate split plane and summing the areas for all polygons to the left and right (both sides contain the splitting polygon). Calculation of polygon areas is typically done by a series of triangle cross products, or by a clever method such as the one presented by Sunday [9] . Kammaje and Mora also alluded to a method for determining quadratic functions for computing areas, but they did not provide details [4] . These techniques for k-DOP area computation are individually slow and in addition must be performed for each split candidate, leading to very long build times; the next subsection is devoted to describing an efficient technique. Once a split is chosen, the next level of the build requires the k-DOPs corresponding to that split.
The minimal cost is chosen greedily at each level of the build, and the recursion continues until a termination criteria is met, such as reaching a maximum depth, reaching a condition where there are a minimal number of objects to split, or when the heuristic determines that any split taken will make the tree more costly.
Full sorting of the object interval boundaries at each recursion leads to an order O(N log 2 N) build time for kd-trees when using a comparison-based sort. Previous work has shown that this sorted order can be maintained throughout the build, leading to an O(N log N) build time [10] . Rather than maintaining sorted order for all M directions for our RBSP, however, we opt for sorting at each node splitting. We use radix sort which also leads to an order O(N log N) build time for kd-trees.
Calculation of Surface Areas
The SAH requires the surface area of the bounding volume to be split. We are unaware of any methods which compute the surface area of a k-DOP directly from its implicit representation, so we first convert it to its simplest explicit form: edge soup. The ingredients of edge soup are line segments, each with a pair of indices identifying the two faces to which the edge belongs. Note that we do not store any other representation of the faces, edge adjacency, or which vertices of edges correspond to the same vertex in the k-DOP . Edge soup is very compact, efficient to maintain during splits, and is sufficient to compute the surface area of a k-DOP . To prepare edge soup, we first compute lines by taking the intersection of each pair of non-parallel planes from the implicit k-DOP . Then we clip the lines against the implicit k-DOP to get edges and throw away degenerate edges. Each remaining edge has two vertices and stores identifiers for two faces. These identifiers are a simple hash of the index of the k-DOP direction normal to the face and whether it is the minimal or maximal plane in that direction. We do not actually store any faces or relations between edges. There are duplicate vertices, by a factor of two, since edges do not share co-located vertices.
When considering a candidate split, the faces of the candidate kDOPs resulting from the split fall into three categories: faces which intersect the split plane, faces which do not, and the new face introduced by the split. The area of the left k-DOP is the sum of the area left of the split (area of faces completely left plus partial areas left of the split for intersected faces) and the new split face which is the area of the intersection:
It is inefficient to explicitly calculate the surface area of each of the faces of a k-DOP for each possible split plane. Therefore we form a parameterization for each possible splitting direction, from which we then efficiently compute the surface areas for the resulting left and right k-DOP , for each split offset. We compute areas on the exterior of the k-DOP separately from the area of the split face. We do this because the latter contributes to both Area left dop and Area right dop . For the former, only Area left of split is necessary: Area total is equivalent to Area left of split at the farthest split to the right, and Area right of split is the difference between Area total and Area left of split . Thus, we sort all of the vertices v i in an array P by their projections (v i · D) in the splitting direction D, in ascending order. Then we use a dynamic programming technique where we maintain a partial sum S i at each vertex with the inclusive Area left of split for that point. S V = Area total where S V is the partial sum at the vertex furthest to the right.
An edge is on the first face if both of its vertices tie for the lowest projection in the array. If there are not enough edges on the first face to form a polygon, the first partial sum, S 0 is 0. Otherwise, S 0 is the area of the first face with these edges by the following equation [9] :
where D is the splitting direction, and u and v are distinct directions x, y, or z corresponding to the non-maximal component of D.
This equation computes the area of a polygon in 2D without depending on the adjacency of its edges, which is our case. It does so by summing the signed areas of the triangles formed by the two vertices of each edge with the origin. The order in which edges are processed does not matter, however the vertices of each edge must have a consistent winding order so that each triangle's area has the correct sign. The last face of the k-DOP is treated similarly at the end. Next we iterate through the array with a split plane at each vertex (see Figure 2) . When the split plane encounters the first vertex of an edge and the edge does not lie in the split plane, that edge becomes active for both of its faces and records its status in a hash table for both faces. When the number of active edges for a face becomes two, we compute parameters for the area's rate of change for that face as the split plane starts at the most recently encountered vertex and sweeps right.
where c 2 represents the rate of divergence or convergence of active edges, and c 1 is the signed distance of the active edges extruded back to t = 0, where the split plane intersects the origin. For efficiency we precompute the fraction 1 sin(cos −1 (F·D))
, for each F (face normal) and D, M 2 in total. In aggregate these coefficients, c 2 and c 1 , parameterize the rate of change in area for the whole k-DOP :
Using these equations, we update the partial sum S i+1 :
We also compute the relationship of this face to the area of the split face. Unlike with explicit area computations where all faces are treated the same, in our method the split face requires separate treatment, because its area is parameterized in the direction of its normal. We parameterized the polygon area, Equation 5 , in terms of the split offset t i , where each edge, or pair of adjacent vertices, of the polygon in that equation is an edge between two moving points in our parameterization. Each moving point in our parameterization is the parameterized intersection of the splitting plane with an edge of the explicit k-DOP .
)).(13)
For any k-DOP face which intersects the split plane at a finite number of points, exactly two of that face's edges intersect the split plane, each at a single point. If a third edge of the face is coincidental with the split plane it can be safely ignored. The line segment connecting these points forms an edge of the new split plane. We derive lines d i t + o i and d i+1 t + o i+1 from the two intersected edges of the face. Equation 13 expands to the following:
When the split plane encounters the second vertex of an edge, that edge is no longer active, and we remove its face's coefficients from the global sums. We store the set of coefficients c 2 j , c j1 , k 2 j , k 1 j , k 0 j for each face for this purpose. Now, we simply need to compute k 2i , k 1i , k 0i for each k-DOP face, and keep track of totals K 2 , K 1 , K 0 :
This decomposition lends itself well to dynamic programming. Care must be taken to ensure that only faces which intersect the splitting plane get counted in the summation. We can add or remove a face's contribution to Area3D split by adding or subtracting its coefficients from the total coefficients, when a split plane intersects the face or not, respectively. Once the coefficients (C 2i ,C 1i , K 2i , K 1i , K 0i ) and S i are initialized, finding the optimal split point may take many split queries t split . A binary search (or linear if the split queries are processed in-order) determines the correct coefficients and partial sum to use for this split. Then, the area is as follows:
Note that Area total is the same as the last and therefore largest partial sum: S 2E−1 . Combining these as in Equation 2 , we obtain the necessary left and right k-DOP areas needed by SAH with minimal computation per slice.
Splitting k-DOPs
Once we choose a split direction and offset we need to construct the left and right k-DOPs by splitting the current k-DOP . Although splitting an implicit k-DOP is efficient, the cost to convert from the implicit to an explicit representation is O(M 3 ) for M directions, which is impractical to perform after each split. Instead we only make the conversion once, for the scene's bounding k-DOP , and perform all splits directly on explicit k-DOPs . The current k-DOP 's edges divide to the left or right k-DOP depending on their position relative to the split plane. Edges which cross the split plane are split at the point of their intersection with the plane, and the pieces are divided to the left and right k-DOPs . Each edge that intersects the split plane at a single point creates a vertex of the new face at its intersection point and temporarily associates that vertex with each of the faces to which the edge belongs. A face can have at most two such vertices associated with it, and if it has two, then it creates a new edge between them. The new edge stores identifiers for this face as well as the new face. Both the left and right k-DOPs receive the vertices and edges of the new face, however they identify the new face differently, since it is a minimal face for one k-DOP and a maximal face for the other.
Ray Tracing with the RBSP
Kammaje and Mora presented a data structure which clearly had good culling possibilities. As the number of k-DOP directions M increased, the number of node traversals and triangle intersections decreased. The overall speed for ray tracing the RBSP was about an order of magnitude slower than for state-of-the-art kd-trees, and no results were presented for shooting rays other than eye rays.
One area of concern is the clipping of the ray against the scene bounding k-DOP . Kammaje and Mora note the fact that if four points in a rectangular region image space all intersect with the same k-DOP face, all points within that rectangular region will intersect that face. They use this along with a divide and conquer algorithm and two plane intersections to determine the rayk-DOP clipped interval. While this is slightly faster than a general ray-k-DOP clipping test, it cannot be trivially used for shadow and reflection rays.
Because of this, we provide a fast, general ray-k-DOP clipping test. It is possible to use this test for every ray shot, and in conjunction, perform a precalculation of dot products and divisions which can be used in the tree traversal. Thus while we could use the method of Kammaje and Mora for eye rays, it makes sense to always use the general ray-k-DOP clipper instead. Figure 3 shows pseudocode for the ray-k-DOP clipping operation. It is a slab-based clipping similar to the Kay and Kajiya's [5] . Note that the loop has an early out when the interval becomes invalid. Typically far less than M iterations are necessary when a clipping interval is invalid. For scenes viewed from outside the bounding k-DOP , we have observed roughly 3 + M/4 iterations.
It is not strictly necessary to provide scene-bound clipping, but for robustness in performance it is usually desirable. The use of clipping becomes less (or un-) important when the eye point is interior to the scene, especially if it is unlikely that rays can escape the scene. Because of this, it may be better to simply test against the scene bounding box using a fast slab test. We have found that this, followed by a SIMD computation of origin and direction projections is almost always faster than k-DOP clipping.
Because we have precomputed the projection of the ray origin and the reciprocal projection of the direction into the space of the k-DOP directions, the tree traversal becomes simple and streamlined. The calculation reduces from one subtraction, two dot products, and a divide to one subtraction, and one multiply, offering considerable speedup. The pseudocode is shown in Figure 4 . Note that if the origin falls on a split plane, the basic operation can lead to not-anumber in cases where the projected ray direction lies exactly on a split plane. The ternary operator used when assigning the distance d eliminates expensive special casing for the not-a-number case. The precomputation does incur minimal memory overhead of 2M floating point values for each ray to be traced. For most ray tracers, this is not problematic, however it could be a cause for concern if a very wide SIMD machine were employed.
Results
We used seven different models/scenes to benchmark our build and render times. The Bunny, Armadillo, Dragon, and Happy Buddha scenes are from the Stanford Scanning repository. The Fairy Forest scene is courtesy of the University of Utah from it's animated scene repository. The Sibenik Cathedral model is courtesy of Marko Dabrovic. The Mars Rover is a scene consisting of a Mars Rover over a Martian landscape. Statistics for these scenes can be seen in Table 1 . The images rendered for the ray tracing benchmark can be seen in Figure 5 . All benchmarks were run on a Core 2 Quad running at 2.4 GHz with 8 GB of DDR2 800 RAM. We used only one core, and our maximum memory usage was roughly 1.5 GB of RAM. Our main contribution was with respect to build times. The algorithm described in Section 3 reduces the asymptotic running time of the build dependency on M to a factor of M from M 1.6 . We also combined this build strategy with a SAH builder using radix sort for sorting triangle boundary events, bringing our overall complexity to O(M 3 + MN log N). We believe it is possible to further reduce the M 3 to M 2 , however in practice this cost is irrelevant to real build times.
We used the following typical surface area heuristic parameters for all scenes:
1. 10% empty space culling bonus 2. A limit of our max depth to 1.2 log 2 T + 2 where T is the number of triangles 3. Automatic termination to leaf nodes when two or fewer triangles are to be split 4. We performed perfect splitting of triangle k-DOPs
5. An intersection cost of 500 and a traversal cost of one
The max depth limit, perfect splitting, and automatic recursion termination are the same as those used by Kammaje and Mora. The intersection costs are somewhat artificially inflated and the traversal cost is artificially deflated, however they have worked well in practice. We also tried a value of 50 for both traversal and intersection cost, but the results were not significantly different. We chose the standard direction sets for three, seven, 13, 25, and 49 directions, and in order to provide a comparison to the golden ratio, the same number of directions were used for the golden ratio direction sets.
The build times can be seen in Figures 6 and 7 . The build times for larger M show nearly two orders of magnitude improvement over the original build algorithm. Like Kammaje and Mora, we see an average number of faces of roughly 6 for the k-DOPs as the splitting process proceeds, and this holds for both the standard directions, and for those generated via the golden ratio. Additionally, we track the number of edges, as it is directly related to the cost of our build. We find that on average we have roughly 12 edges per k-DOP throughout the tree build. This complements our edge-only representation of the explicit k-DOP , which is apparent in the build performance.
Many of our experiences with rendering the RBSP were similar to those of Kammaje and Mora. For instance, we see similar trends in average node traversals and triangle intersections for the scenes that they benchmarked (see Figure 9 ). Also for those scenes, without precomputation of projections of the ray origin and direction, we see a general decrease in runtime as the number of directions increase. With the precomputation of ray projections into k-DOP space, however, we see no such clear trends. Some individual trends show up for individual scenes (particularly with directions generated by the golden ratio method), for example, the Armadillo scene in Figure 8 . However, several scenes do show a general increase in render time as the number of directions M is increased, which is likely due to more computation overhead without the tree being of sufficient quality to compensate. Perhaps surprisingly, in spite of this precomputation overhead, we have found that for nearly all configurations presented in this paper, the method using precomputation is faster than performing the necessary computations at each node traversal. This would almost certainly cease to be true with very large M, or for very small scenes, but it does hold for up to 49 directions and scenes as small as the Stanford Bunny. In Figure 8 , the standard three directions with bounding box clipping represents our kd-tree results.
It should be noted that although we typically outperform Kammaje and Mora by about a factor of 10 when rendering, the precomputation of dot products is only about a factor of 1.1 to 2 of the speed up. The other aspects come from general optimization principles in conjunction with changing our traversal from a recursive one to an iterative one where we explicitly store a stack. We also use projected triangles for intersection, which are typically faster than minimal storage intersection tests.
We also found that in practice, most of our scenes actually benefit more from a simple bounding box clipping instead of k-DOP clipping, because it can be done efficiently with SIMD code, which occurs automatically with the gcc compiler. We can then follow this with specialized precalculation which, because of the lack of branching, can also benefit from SIMD instructions. In simple scenes, this makes a case for the eye-ray clipping mechanism of Kammaje and Mora, however for simplicity, this was not tested. In realistic scenes with multiple models, the scene bounds are far less critical as rays will spend most of their time within the scene. The Rover, Fairy Forest, and Sibenik Cathedral scenes represent scenes which are not typical, but perhaps closer to scenes that would be used for practical applications. Especially for these scenes, the bounding box clipping is generally more efficient than clipping rays against the bounding k-DOP . When running the ray tracer with box clipping instead of k-DOP clipping, we noticed that our statistics no longer follow those of Kammaje and Mora, i. e., although there was a trend of fewer triangle intersections as M increased, we actually had an increase in node traversals. In the end, we allowed render speed rather than statistics to guide our clipping optimization.
Discussion and Future Work
We have presented an algorithm for asymptotically faster building of RBSP trees, and some techniques for increasing the rendering speed of ray tracing using RBSPs. It is now possible to build RBSP trees for larger scenes in less time by using our dynamic programming approach, and the speed of ray tracing begins to approach that of the kd-tree. Clearly there is still work to be done.
One of the most stunning results of this paper is how poorly the RBSP can behave when applied to some scenes. In the case of our benchmarks, it seems that the artist-created models tend to pose somewhat of a problem to the RBSP build, while the kd-tree is robust to the differences between these scenes and the scanned models. Although we are not sure of the entire cause of build quality degradation, there are some issues that have come to light during our investigation. First and foremost, it is possible for the build to decide to continually cut off empty space many levels deep into the tree, creating very deep trees, or very large leaf nodes. With axis aligned boxes, and smaller k-DOPs , continual splitting of empty space cannot go very deep into the tree, however, with 13 directions, it is already possible to cut empty space 24 times before running out of space to cull. It is important to note that this occurs regardless of empty space bonuses; the SAH naturally leads to cutting off of empty space. Even without maximum build depth, this can lead to poor tree builds because of very deep trees with little benefit. We have tried modifying the intersection cost and traversal cost both to 50 with no large change to the problematic scenes.
We have tried allowing the tree build depth to grow without artificial limitation, and while this does help, there are still cases with very large leaf nodes (several thousand triangles). These occur because the heuristic determines that splitting will not be beneficial. We have not yet determined the reason for this, as the result is counter-intuitive; why the heuristic behaves this way with thousands of triangles clearly needs to be investigated further. It is possible that the SAH is simply not equipped to deal with scenes such as these when applied to RBSP trees.
Another cause for concern is that we still rarely match the rendering speed of the kd-tree, even for the higher quality trees. Aside from tracing SSE packets and performing frustum culling, it is clear that to improve rendering speed further, the trees must be higher quality in general. Future work would go into performing in-depth analysis of the parameter space for building trees to see if there are Render times for various scenes, comparing the standard k-DOP directions to those generated according to the golden ratio, and bounding box clipping versus bounding k-DOP clipping. The Rover scene presented some problems for tree building algorithm, and very lowquality trees were built for some direction sets. In Rover figure (a), we show render times for all standard direction k-DOPs , and for 3 and 7 directions for the golden ratio directions. The render times for 13, 25, and 49 golden ratio directions were all at least 1000 seconds. Rover Figure 9 : Trends in average traversal steps and triangle intersections per pixel. The averages are only taken for the pixels which actually hit geometry, so the numbers are higher than the true average (in blue regions of the images, most pixels have zero traversals and zero intersections). Trends are only shown for the scanned models, and these behave roughly as expected. The three artist-created scenes are far less predictable, and all three have at least one major outlier, so to preserve scale we have omitted them from these graphs.
configurations that can robustly outperform the kd-tree. It is possible that the SAH may have to be modified or abandoned in order to create higher quality RBSP trees.
One possible idea for building higher quality trees would be to fit the k-DOP directions to the scene being built. Coming and Staadt [2] presented a data structure called a VADOP. A VADOP is also a k-DOP but obtains particular alignment properties by choosing a subset of the available directions. We might use a similar idea or something like a principle component analysis of the scene's triangle normals to decide the best M directions for the RBSP.
Finally, although we have increased the speed of the tree build by orders of magnitude, it is still far slower than kd-tree building, and currently with seemingly little benefit. Once a method for creating higher quality trees is discovered, working on fast approximations should become a priority.
